
Enabling full compliance.

ExESS® provides users a comprehensive and globally compliant solution for the authoring of 

safety data sheets, labels and safety instruction cards. Built on �exible and scalable Microsoft .NET 

technology, ExESS is user-friendly and can be installed on single workstations, over worldwide 

corporate networks or accessed and used via the cloud.
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SDS & Labels Authoring

Substance Volume Tracking

Waste Management 

Your Solution for SDS & Labels Authoring

ExESS Key Features

Guidance

Automation

Integration

Database

Reporting

Based on your product properties ExESS determines the 

Chemical Classification in compliance with 20+ GHS 

regions thanks to its powerful Calculation Engine.

ExESS Transport Classification Wizard will guide and assist 

you through the complete compilation of section 14 of 

your SDS. 

ExESS utilizes the products classification results to 

generate blocks of content in line with the hazardous 

properties of your substances or mixtures; this makes 

ExESS a unique tool in the market. 

ExESS is so flexible it easily integrates with third-party 

systems — including but not limited to ERP — thus 

ensuring the harmonisation and straightforward 

maintenance of your company data across various 

platforms.  

ExESS database is updated daily with the latest regulatory 

changes available. The updates are being monitored by 

our experts and integrated in no time.

ExESS’ advanced reporting features include multilingual 

printing in 50+ languages, batch SDS generation in 

multiple formats (PDF, Word, Odt…), detailed report 

warnings and high-level documents customisation. 

Intelligence
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Make the right choice for Safety Data Sheets (SDS) &

labels authoring with ExESS!

Compliant with

20+ GHS Regions

Modules for over 20 GHS regions

Industry phrases in 50+ languages

Integrated Regulatory Content

Seamless GHS-Compliant SDS 

Authoring

New records

Deleted records

Updated records

97-54-1202

119738-06-6414

34123-59-6251

69-72-7200

144171-61-9607

732-11-6251

The ExESS delta report feature draws a 

comparison of your existing data against the new 

downloadable version then provides a preview 

of the update result. This tool helps mitigate 

risks by allowing to anticipate the impacts of 

data updates and to make an educated choice 

when downloading the latest versions of your 

regulatory lists.

Taking this further, ExESS’ products updates checker analyses the impact of the recent modifications 

on your products. You can always assess the potentially-affected products before updating them. 

Ever-changing regulatory content increases the burden of chemical compliance that’s where 

ExESS’ data & products updates features o�er a key advantage on the market. 
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